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A recent theorem of V. K. Kharchenko [7, l’heorem 21 asserts that if a group 
G acts as automorphisms on a ring H with no nilpotent elements, then there exist 
non-trivial fixed elements. It would be useful, however, to be able to construct 
fixed elements, such as traces, or other trace-like elements. A first step in this 
direction is a theorem of G. Bergman and I. 14. Isaacs, which asserts that if a 
cyclic p-group acts faithfully on a ring with no nilpotent clcmcnts of charac- 
teristic p > 0, then the trace is non-trivial [2, Proposition 3.31. In this paper, 
we investigate further when the trace is non-trivial, and more generally when 
there exist non-trivial “partial traces” in the fixed ring. 
We first introduce a new construction, which we shall call the normal closure, 
for any semi-prime ring R. It is constructed as a subring of a certain quotient 
ring, taken with respect to two-sided ideals, which has been studied by Martin- 
dale [S] and Amitsur [l]. The advantage of the normal closure is that it is much 
more closely tied to R than the quotient ring is; in particular, if R has no nilpotent 
elements, neither does the normal closure. 
The relationship to automorphisms comes from recent work of Kharchenko 
[7], who has used this quotient ring to define certain “inner” and “outer” 
automorphisms. Some of his results on automorphisms of rings with no nilpotent 
elements can be simplified using the normal closure. As an example, we give a 
proof of his result that if G is a finite group of inner automorphisms of a ring R 
with no nilpotent elements, of characteristic p f 0, then the commutator 
subgroup [G, GJ contains no elements of order p (this was first proved for 
division rings by Faith [3]). hs a conscqucnce, any finite simple group acting 
non-trivially on a domain D has non-trivial trace. hlorwvcr, fur any finite group 
G acting on D, there exist non-trivial “partial traces” in the fixed ring. 
In a different direction, we use the normal closure to study the skew group 
ring K * G of a finite group G of automorphisms of a domain R. We show that 
R * G is semi-prime if and only if the trace is non-trivial, and that R * G is 
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prime if and only if the elements of G are R-independent. These results use 
recent work on skew group rings by Fisher and Montgomery [5] and by i’dont- 
gomery and Passman [lo]. 
0. PRELIMINARY NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
We first discuss the quotient ring used by Kharchenko [7]. Let A be semi- 
prime, and let 9 denote the filter of all ideals of R with zero annihilator. Let 
be the ring of (left) quotients of R with respect to 9; i.e., R.F== 
,W ~om&J, 9 Th’ IS was defined for prime rings in [S], and extended to 
semi-prime rings in [l]. The elements of R 9 are eqttivalence classes of left R- 
module homomorphisms from some I ES into A. For each x E R, let 1, E F 
be the ideal associated with x, so that (0) f 1~ L R, if x # 0. 
Now y be imbedded in Rs via right multiplicati 
prime, e center C of R,- is a regular ring [l], When 
be the prime and C is a field [8]. 
We next consider automorphisms of R. If g is any automorphism of 
Y E R, we denote by @’ the image of r under g. As is shown in [7], g has a unique 
extension to R,- . Define 
$, = {x E R,- 1 XYQ = YX, for all Y E R) 
It can be shown that if x E$~ , then a+ = YX for all Y E RF . 
DEFINITION [7]. If G is a group of automorphisms of R, let Ginn = 
ig E G / rbv f (0)). 
DEFINITION. If G is a group of automorphisms of R, we say G is X-out if 
Ginn = (8) and X-&et if G = Ginn . 
We note that in other work [5, 91 the terms R-outer and F-inner were used. 
The present notation reflects the fact that the definition of Ginn is due to 
Mharchenko (XapYenKo). 
Although Gin, will not always be a subgroup of 6, it is closed under inverses 
[5] and under conjugation by elements of G. However, Ginn is always a (normal) 
subgroup of G when R is prime [7, Sect. 21. In this case, non-zero elements of$, 
are invertible in R,- , and so Gi, consists of those elements of G which become 
inner when extended to RF . 
Following Xharchenko, the algebra of the group is B = CSEC (p, . 
The~fixed~ingofGonRisRc=(x~R/xg=x,forallg~G). 
When G is a finite group, the trace of an element x E R is @x) = CSEG J?, 
or simply t(x) if there is no ambiguity about the group. If .A is any non-empty 
subset of G, we define tn(x) = CgEA xv. We say that t*(x) is aparti& ~Y~ce~L~~~o~ 
if tn(R) C RG, and t, is non-trivial if tA(x) # 0, some x E R. 
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The order of G will be denoted by 1 G I. 
For any group of automorphisms of R, the skew group ring R JF G is defined 
to be R * G = CBEG $ Rg, with addition given component-wise and multiplica- 
tion given as follows: if P, s E R and g, h E G, then (yg) * (sh) = r/g.h E Rgh. 
This definition may be contrasted with that of a twisted group algebra P[G]. 
In this construction, C is a commutative ring and ol: G x G --f C is a factor set. 
Then C”[Gl = {C @ Cg 1 g E G); again, addition is component-wise but now 
multiplication of group elements is twisted; if a, b E C and g, h E G, then - 
(a& * (bh) = abol(g, h) gh. 
Both of these constructions are special cases of the crossed product, in which 
there is both a group action on R and a twist of the multiplication of the group 
elements. When R is a field, this is just the classical crossed product; the construc- 
tion for prime rings is studied in [lo]. 
1. THE NORMAL CLOSURE OF A SEMI-PRIME RING 
We first observe that when R has no nilpotent elements, Rs does not neces- 
sarily inherit the same property. This may be seen from the following example 
(suggested to us by S. A. Amitsur). Let R =F{x, y} be the free algebra in two 
indetermmates over a field F. Then I = Rx + Ry is an ideal of R. Define 
fi: I+ R by fi(rp + ysy) = rrx, and fi: I-+ R by fi(yl’lx + day) = ~sy. Then 
fi and fi are left R-module mappings, so determine elementsfr , fa E RF . But 
J .?a = 0, even though R is a domain. Moreover, as RF is prime, fs RFfi # 0, 
and this set consists of nilpotent elements. In this section we consider a subring of 
R F%, containing R, which is better behaved. 
Throughout, R is semi-prime. Let N = {n E Rs 1 nR = Rn}; that is, N is 
the set of R-normalizing elements of Rs . For g any automorphism of R, any 
element of 4, is R-normalizing and so 4, C N. In particular, 4e = C _C N. 
DEFINITION. The normal closure of R in Rs is the set 
RN is clearly a subring of R,- , and is semi-prime since any non-zero ideal of 
RN intersects R non-trivially. Also, if R is prime, RN will be prime. Finally, 
the center of RN is just C, the extended centroid of R. 
The crucial property of RN is the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be semi-prime. For any 0 # x E RN, there exists 
I~~sothatO#Ix_CRandO#xIZR. 
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f’roof. We first consider n E N. By properties of I?,- , there exists 
such that 0 f Jn C R. We let J’ = {a E R 1 na E &I. J’ is an ideal of 
if na = 0, a EJ’. We claim that J’ E 5. For if J’b = 0, then nyb = 0 
Since JE 9, nb = 0. But then b EJI. Since J’ itself is a semi-$ 
y’b = 0 implies that b = 0. Thus J’ E F. 
niow choose x E RN and write x = Ci=, yini . By the above argument, for 
each tii there exists Ji E $ such that n, Ji 2 R. Let J = ni Jz ; then J E: F’I, and 
XJ c Ci ~~(n, Ji) C R. On the other hand, by the property of R.F , there exists 
KE% so that 0 # KxCR. Let I = JnKEFQ Then 0 #IxG 
claim that 0 # xl _C R. Clearly xl _C R, and if XI = (O), we have (0) 
(1xX)1, which is a contradiction since I E 9 and IX # (0). Thus 0 f xl _ 
COROLLARY 2. (1) If R h as no nilpotent elements, then RN has no ~i~~~t~~t 
elements. (2) If R is a domain, then RN is a domain. 
Proof. (1) w e o f 11 ow an argument of Martindale for the central closure RC. 
Let x E RN with x # 0, x2 = 0. By Proposition I, there exists I E F so 0 # 
xlS I?, 0 f Ix C R. Thus XI% $ R. But x12x consists of nilpotent elements, so 
x12x = (0). But then I% consists of nilpotent elements and 1% C W, so 1% = 
(0) = 1(1x). Since I E 9, it follows that IX = (0), a contradiction. Thus x = 0, 
and RN has no nilpotent elements. 
(2) As R is prime, RN is prime, and has no nilpotent elements by (1). 
Thus RN is a domain. 
e note that when R is prime, N*, the non-zero elements of N, consists 
precisely of those units u E R,- such that uRu-l = R. Each suc’b unit therefore 
determines an X-inner automorphism of R. Using this fact and the work in [9], 
we are able to give several examples of the normal closure. 
I. Let R be a prime Goldie ring with classical ring of quotients Q( 
Then !P can be identified with those units u E Q(R) such that z&u-l 
[9, Theorem I.41 and RN is simply the subring of Q(R) generate 
2. Let R be a primitive ring with a minimal one-sided ideal. Let e be 
a primitive idempotent in R, so that D = eRe is a division ring. Then V = eR 
is a ‘Left vector space over D, W = Re is a right vector space, and V and W are 
dual spaces with a non-degenerate form < , ): V x IV -)- D. Let ~3 = 
(T E Hom,( V, V) / T has an adjoint relative to ( , )), the continuous D-linear 
transformations of V. By a well-known theorem of Jacobson, pi L Z’ and the 
socle S of R consists of all the finite rank transformations in 9. Now, N* can be 
identified with those units w E 55’ such that uBu-r = R 19, Proposition ‘i .6]; 
is simply the subring of 3 generated by R and N. In the special case 
= S, N consists of the set U of all units of 3’. Then RN consists of the 
subring of L? generated by U, as the finite rank transformations are in the subring 
generated by U. 
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2. SKEW GROUP RINGS OVER DO~MAINS 
Let R be a prime ring. In the special case when G is a group of X-inner 
automorphisms, we may associate with the skew group ring R * G a twisted 
group algebra of G over the extended center C of R. The construction goes as 
follows: for each g E G, choose 0 f x, E +A, and define g = x+g E; RF J; G, 
Then g . h = a(g, h) g2h, where a(g, h) = x;‘x~~~x$~,-I E+~ = C. Since 
01: G x G-+ C is a factor set, we may form the twisted group algebra Ct[G] 
with respect to LP. Since Ct[G] = fC agg / as E C, g E Gf = (2 ap-lg) C 
RF * G, Ct[GJ is actually a subring of RF * G. The semiprimeness (or prime- 
ness) of R * G may be reduced to that of P[G], by the following: 
PROPOSITION 3 [9, Lemma 2.51. Let R be prime, and G a group of X-inner 
automorphisms of R. Let Ct[G] be as above. Then R * G is prime or semi-pm’mz, 
selectively, if and only ;f l?[GJ is p rime or ski-prime, Ye~ective~~. 
We require two other known results on the semiprimeness of R * G: 
THEOREM 4. Let R + G be the skew group rirzg of the jnite group G over the 
prime ring R. Then 
(1) [S, Theorem 7] If R has chaw.cteristic 0, then R x G is semi-prime. 
(2) [9, Theorem 3.51 If R has characteristic p > 0, then R Jo G is semi-prime 
if and only if R * P (or e~u~va~~t~y C*[P]) is semi-prime fey all e~~~ta~y ~e~~a~ 
p-SUbgYOUpS P Of Ginn . 
We shall also need the following lemma, which was observed independently 
by D. Passman and J. Osterburg. 
LEMIXA 5. Let R * G be the skew group ying of a group G of X-inner auto- 
moyphisms of the prime r&g R. Let Ct[G] b e as above, and B be the algebra of 
the group. Then there is a natwal epimorphism 
C”[G] -+ BaP 
Proof. Let 0 denote multiplication in Bon, the opposite ring of 3. We may 
view Cg[G] as the set of all C a,-lg, w-here a,-1 E&-~ . Note that each ag-rg 
centralizes Rs , Define 
A: Ct[GJ -+ B’P 
by h(x a,-lg) = 2: a+ . Th is mapping is clearly additive and onto. To see 
that it is a homomorphism, it suffices to consider elements of the form LY = 
a,-lg and p = b,.-lh. Now UP = (a,-lg)(b,-lh) = bn-la9-lgh, and thus X($3) = 
bn-la,-l = a,+ 0 bhml = h(a) 0 A(/?). 
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We first consider the problem of when R * G is prime. When R is a f!iejid 
and j G j = n, then it is well-known that R * G s A&(RG), the n x n matrices 
over the fixed field RG, since R * G is just the crossed product with trivial 
factor set [6, Lemma 4.4.21. This fact can be proved directly by using Dedekind’s 
theorem that distinct automorphisms of a field are linearly independent. We 
shall prove that an analogous property is required for R * G to be prime, when 
DEFINITION. A set (gJ of automorphisms of R is said to be R-independent 
if whenever CL, yixgi = 0, for some finite set {g, ,.~., g,>, some r1 ,..., r, E 
and for ail x E R, then yi = 0, i = l,..., n. 
Note that the elements of a group G being R-independe 
say?ying that R is a faithful R * G module, under the action 
LEMMA 6. Let G be a $nite group of automo~phisms oJ such that R * G is 
prime. Then the elements of G are R-independent. 
Proof. Let f = CgaGgr the formal sum. For any P E R, jr E R -i G, and 
gSy =f~ for any g E G. Say that Cgsc 9 Y x0 = 0, for a11 x E R, and consider 
zo = C ygg-l E R c G. Choose x E R; then wxfr = 
CSEC r,xgg-lfr = C y,xgfr = 0. Thus since (R * G)f = Rf, 
m(R * G)jr = (0), which contradicts R * G being prime, u 
then each rg = 0. 
THEOREM 7’. Let G be aJinite group of automo~~~~sms of a dom& R. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) * G is prime 
(2) dim,B = 1 Ginn 1, where B is the algebra Ef the group 
(3) the elements of G are R-independent 
Proof. By Lemma 6, (1) implies (3). Assuming (2), and using Lemma 5, 
B”P g P[Ginn]. Thus C?[Ginn] is a domain, since B C RN is a domain by 
Corollary 2. But then R * Ginn is prime, by Proposition 3, and so r G is 
prime [5, Proposition 21, proving 1). 
Now, assume (3), and say that dim,B < j Gin* /. Then for someg,,..., g, E Ginn 
and 0 # ai E Qgi , i = l,..., n, we have Cy==, ai = 0. Choose any x E R; then 
0 = x(C ai) = C xa, = C aixgi. Since ai E R-9 , for all i, there exists I E 9’ 
so that (0) # Iai C R, all i = I,..., n. Choose a E I with au, f 0; then 
C(aai) xQi = 0 for all x, which contradicts the R-independence of (g, ,..‘, g,>. 
For the semiprime case, it is clear that one should examine more closely 
the situation for elementary abelian p-groups, from Theorem 4, 
PROPOSITION 8. Let R be a domain, of characteristic p > 0, and let be a 
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jkite elementary abelian p-group of X-inner automorphisms. Then the following 
are equivalent : 
(I) Rx Gisprime 
(2) R * G is semiprime 
(3) tc f (0) 
(4) dim,B --. , G : 
Proof. (1) implies (2) is trivial, (2) implies (3) follows from [9, Theorem 2.11, 
and (4) implies (1) follows from Theorem 7. Thus, it remains to prove that 
(3) implies (4). 
Since G is an abelian p-group, @[G] is commutative by [l i , T,emma 2. I]. 
Thus Kop, and so B, is commutative by Lemma 5. Since R C R:Y is a domain by 
Corollary 2, and B is finite dimensional over C, B is a field. 
For any subgroup H of G, let B,, dcnotc the algebra of H. Let Ii bc maximal 
with respect to dim,B, = , I3 ,; note that F = B,I is a field. We claim that 
B, = B. For, if not, choose g E G with 0 -/ .rs E (1, such that xg $ BH . As G is 
elementary abelian, xrr” E C, and [F(s,,): F] = p. But then if K = H x <g), 
dim,B, -- ! R i, which contradicts the makmality of II. Thus B, - B. 
We now claim that N = G. For, since xy E BH for all g E G, all of G acts 
trivially on tH(R). Now if t-if G, G 7 il x A, where A is a non-trivial p- 
group. Thus for any r E R, tc(r) .; tA(tH(r)) j A / t&r) I:-- 0, since pR = (0). 
This is a contradiction since tZ ,/ (0). Thus 11 = G, and dim,B --. G . 
?'HEOREM 9. Let R be a. domain, and G any jinite group of automorphisms ?f 
R. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) The skepw group ring R * G is semi-prime 
(2) t<;(A) + (0), for any lejt (r&4t) ideal h qf R. 
(3) f,(R) s (0). 
Proof. If R * G is semi-prime, then (2) follows by [9, Theorem 2.11. .4lso, 
(2) implies (3) is trivial. Thus, it remains to show that (3) implies (1). Say that 
t(; + 0. rf H is any subgroup of G, let {g, ,..., 
tatives of11 in G. Then &Jr) = ~~zl(t,,(r)>“i, 
gk) be a set of right coset reprcsen- 
an d so trr must also be non-trivial. 
Kow if Ii has characteristic 0, R t G is always semi-prime. If R has charac- 
teristic p :-- 0, WC must show that R * P is semi-prime for each elementary 
abclian p-subgroup I’ of Ginn (by Theorem 4). Hy the above, f,, + 0, and as was 
already noted, B is always a domain. ‘I’hus R y P is semi-prime by Proposition 8. 
WC note a consequence of ‘lkorems 4 and 9: if R is a domain of characteristic 
p > 0, then t, I+ 0 if and only if t, +Y 0, for all elementary abelian p-subgroups 
F of Ginn . 
COROLLARY 10. Let R be a domain and G a finite cyclicgroup of aufomorphisms 
of R. Then R * G is semi-prime. 
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Proof. As before, we may assume that R has characteristic p > 0, and that 
G is an elementary abelian p-group of X-inner automorphisms (by Theorem 4). 
As G is cyclic, this says that G = (g) has order p. Choose 0 # a E $, ; then 
an E C. Now C(a) is a field which is purely inseparable over C; thus [C(a): C] = 
p. This says that (1, a ,..., @p-r> are C-independent, and so dim, =]G’. 
Thus R * G is semi-prime by Proposition 8. 
An alternative method of proof is to use, in addition to Theorem 7, the result 
of Bergman and Tsaacs mentioned in the introduction. 
We give some examples to show that the hypotheses in Theorem 9 and 
Corollary 10 are needed. 
1. A prime ring R, not a domain, and a group G with tc + 0 but R * G not 
semi-prime. Let R = Ma(F), the 2 x 2 matrices over a field of characteristic p, 
let g be conjugation by A = (i i), andletG=(gj.Thenx=e+Agf...+ 
Ap-lgp-i generates a nilpotent ideal of R s 6, as xp = 0 and x is central in 
* G. Thus for anyp > 0, R * G is not semi-prime. Whenp = 2 or 3, one may 
eck that t, + 0. 
IIn fact, if R is any semiprime ring and / G j -= 2 or 3, it follows that ts i 0. 
l[n this particular example, to = 0 for all p 3 5, though the proof of this fact is 
not trivial. 
2. A domain R, with a non cyclic group G such that t, E 0 (and so R * G 
is not semi-prime). We use an example due to R. Snider. Let D be any division 
algebra of characteristic 2 which is four-dimensional over its center 2. Choose 
x E D, x $ Z. Then (1 + x)” = 1 + 9 E Z also. Kow let g be conjugation by x, 
and let h be conjugation by I + x. Then if G = (g, h), G is a group of auto- 
morphisms of D, and G r Z, x Z, . However, it is not difficult to check that 
t z2z 0. 
3. R is a ring with no nilpotent elements but not a domain, of characteristic 
# 0, G is a cyclic p-group with t, + 0, but R + G is not semi-prime. For, let 
be a domain with unit element, of characteristic p # 0, with an automorphism 
g, of order p. Let R = D @ D, and let 6 = (gr) x (e}. Thus G is cyclic, of 
order p. However, R t G is not semi-prime. For, let ,f = CgtG g E R * G 
let 1 = {(O, b) E R}. I is a G-invariant ideal of I?, so 1s is an ideal of R * G. 
(If)” = (0) since frf =ff(I) =fpI = 0. Thus R * G contains a nilpotent 
ideal, so is not semi-prime. However, t 3 0. 
3. EXISTENCE OF TRACES AND PARTIAL TWKES OK DOMAINS 
In this section, we show that for any finite group G acting on a domain, we 
may construct a non-trivial partial trace function. We first prove a fact 
about inner automorphisms of rings with no nilpotent elements of characteristic 
p > 0. This was first proved by Faith for division rings [3, Lemma 51 and was 
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extended to rings with no nilpotent eIements by Kharchenko [7, Iast paragraph 
of proof of Theorem 21. The proof given here is considerably simpler than 
Kharchenko’s, and was suggested to us by A. Lichtman and D. Passman. 
THEOREM 11 (Faith-~~che~o). Let R be a ring ~th no n~~pote~t elemmts, 
of &hu~aet~ist~~ p # 0, for p a prime. Let G be a jinite group of ~to~oyph~~ 
of R which become inner on RF , Then [G, G] contains no elements of order p. 
Proof. Since G becomes inner on A, each 4, contains an invertible element 
X, , and +g = CX, , where C is the center of R&- . Let W = (cx, / g E 51, c E C*>, 
where C* is the set of units in C. W is a group, and H/C’” g G. By a well-known 
theorem in group theory, since H is center-by-finite, H’ = [H, H] is finite. 
Say that G’ = [G, G] contains an element of order p. Since G’ is a homomorphic 
image of H’, H’ also contains an element of order p. That is, there exists 
x E H’ _C 22 such that xv = 1. But then (X - 1)” = 0. This is a contradiction, 
since B C J&V has no nilpotent elements (by Corollary 2). Thus G’ has no 
elements of order p. 
As a corollary, we obtain for domains a result observed by Faith for division 
rings [3]. 
COROLLARY 12. Let R be a domain, and let G be any $nite siMple group 
act&g no~-t~i~~~~y as ~to~o~p~~~ on R. Thelz t f 0. 
Proof. First, say that either R has characteristic 0, or characteristic p # 0 
where p is relatively prime to j G j. Then, for any group G, we have t + 0 by a 
theorem of G. Bergman and I. M. Isaacs [2, Proposition 2.31. We may therefore 
assume that R has characteristic p # 0 and that p / J G j. 
Now since R is prime, Gina is a normal subgroup of G, and so either Ginn = 
(e) or Gin= = G as G is simple. If G. mn = (e), then G is X-outer, and it is known 
that t $0 [9, Theorem 2.1 and 3.11. We may therefore assume that G is X-inner. 
In fact, G is inner on RR (and RN), since when R is prime all the normahzing 
elements in N are units in RF . We are therefore in a situation where we may 
apply Theorem 11. 
As [G, G] is a normal subgroup of G which contains no elements of order p, 
and G is simple with p j / G /, it follows that [G, G] = (e), and moreover that 
G g .& . We now use the theorem of Bergman and Isaacs which states that for a 
cyclic p-group of automorphisms of a ring with no nilpotent elements, the 
trace is always non-trivial. 
When G is not simple, Corollary 12 is false, as can be seen by Snider’s example 
(discussed in Section 2). 
We are now able to show that for domains, non-trivial partial trace functions 
always exist. This was proved by Farkas and Snider [4, Lemma 51 for division 
rings. Recall that if G is a finite group acting on a ring R, and /I is a subset 
of G, then tn(x) = xgEll XS. 
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THEOREM 13. Let R be a domaiq and G any $nite group act&g as auto- 
morphisms an R. Then there exists some A C G so 
(8) # t‘J(R) 6 RG. 
Moreeovw, if X is any G-invariant left (@&) ideal of R, then ifA # (0). 
Proof We proceed by induction on j G I. If j G / = 1, the result is trivial, 
so assume true for all groups N with 1 H j < / G 1. 
Let L’V be a maximal normal subgroup of G, so that G/N is simple. Since 
i N j < 1 G j, by induction there exists /11 C N so that 0 # th,l(R) f R”. 
Now if GjiV acts trivially on RN, then RN C RG and we may use ~4 = A, . TIrus 
we may assume that G/N acts non-trivially on RN. 
Let f = flrecjN t+(R)%; clearly, I is a non-zero ideal of 22” which is G/N- 
invariant. Since RN is a domain, and G/N acts con-trivially on RNp it follows 
easily that G/N acts non-tribally on I. Thus by Corollary 10, 0 # t,:&8 1- 
~R*)G/~ = IF. If we let {gl ,..., gk> be any set of coset representatives of N in G, 
we may use ~2 = lJf=, fl,g, to get 0 f td(R) C: RF. 
Now, consider a left ideal A. Since X is G-invariant, h contains fixed elements 
by the above. So choose a # 0, a E h G. Also, since tn(R) # 8, choose r E 
with til(r) +: 0. But then ru E h, and t,(ra) - ~~~~~a $: 0, since R is a domain 
We dose by asking the following question: if 22 is a ring with no nilpotent 
elements, and G any finite group acting on R, does there always exist a subset 
A C G SQ that 0 # tn(R) C RG ? 
To answer this question in the affirmative, different methods will be required 
than those used above. For, when R is not a domain, Corollary 12 may be fake; 
that is, a simple group acting con-trivially may have trivial trace, To see this, 
consider the following example: 
lLet R = F @ s.0 @F be a direct sum of n 2 5 copies of a field F of cbarac- 
teristic p > 0, and let the alternating group A, act by permuting the summands. 
One may check that if 3c = (aI : a, ,...? a,), then 
t(x) == @ 2 I)! (gl ai ,+.., 
Thus if 
Since A, is simple for n & 5, one has the desired example by proper choice of 
n and@ 
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